Shadbolt
Makers of the finest
architectural doors, panels
and washroom cubicles

Shadbolt

Sustainability. Performance.
Beauty.

Top left: Stained oak veneered washroom
cubicles / 52 Lime Street
Top right: European oak veneered
furniture / Holland Green
Bottom right: Lacquered paint fire doors /
The Warner Stand, Lord’s Cricket Ground
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Shadbolt

Our range of
architectural timber
products
Doors, frames and doorsets
Our doors are tested to the highest levels
of durability and mechanical performance
and cover an exceptional array of door sizes.
Available in a range of finishes including
paint, laminate and veneer, our doors have
the finest aesthetic appearance.

Above: Sapele veneered
panelled doors /
Royal Academy of Music

•

Fire rated doors - Fully certified fire 		
resistance doors rated to 30, 60, 90 and
120 minutes, in a comprehensive range
of sizes and configurations.

•

Acoustic doors - With sound reduction
performance of up to 43dB, our acoustic
doors insulate sound for boardrooms,
classrooms, hotels and auditoriums.

•

Security doors - Independently tested
residential security doors that meet
PAS 24, LPS 1175 issue 7 SR2 and the
LPCB approval test.

•

Panelled doors - A wide array of
panelled door styles, including our 		
Timeless solid hardwood range, to suit
both residential and heritage buildings.

•

Shadclean doors - Encapsulated doors
with postformed bullnose profiles make
for improved hygiene and resilience, 		
ideal for healthcare, food and leisure
environments.

Top right: European oak
veneered panels, Class B
fire rated / Zayed Centre
for Research, Great
Ormond Street Hospital
Far right: American
black walnut veneered
washroom cubicles
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Washroom cubicles

Available in a wide choice of veneers or
colours, our panels can add value to the
aesthetic of any interior.

Highly knowledgable about the best
selection of substrates, veneers and finishes
for wet environments, we manufacture
veneered cubicle panels, doors, wall lining
panels, and duct units designed to take
sanitary fittings and conceal plumbing.

•

•

Acoustic panels - Designed to reduce
sound reverberation from walls and 		
ceilings, Shadbolt acoustic panels can
be specified to meet the requirements
of Building Regulations, particularly
for schools, universities, panic rooms,
residential buildings and major
cultural centres. Panels are purpose
made for each project and the
perforation designs can be tuned by
engineers to meet the acoustic 		
requirements of individual spaces.

Products

Wall and ceiling panels

We are very proud of the innovative veneer
matching techniques we have developed
for washroom cubicles. With a host
of different veneer cut and matching
options, we can provide a seamless veneer
appearance across cubicle doors and
pillasters. These techniques use the highest
level of attention to detail to create truly
beautiful veneered cubicles.

Shadflam fire rated panels- Tested to
BS EN 13501-1 and adhering to Approved
Document B, Shadflam fire resistant 		
panels are rated European Class B or
Class C for reaction to fire. Achieved
without the use of impregnation 		
treatments or intumescent lacquers that
can detract from the visual appearance
of the panel, the Shadflam panels have a
higher quality appearance, matching
visually with doors, frames and skirting.
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Shadbolt

Naturally beautiful
and inherently strong,
we use only the most
sustainable wood to
make our products.
Renewable Timber

At Shadbolt, we have been working with
wood for over 135 years. A natural renewable
material, timber is 100% biodegradable,
easily recycled and visually appealing.
We appreciate the beauty of this wonderful
resource and we do our part to ensure that
the timber we use is regrown.
Fully FSC® accredited, we can trace every
piece of timber we use back to the exact
forest it was grown. Throughout the whole
supply chain, we know that everyone
has met FSC®’s environmental and social
standards and we can be sure that we use
the most sustainable wood for our doors,
panels and washroom cubicles.

Left: Painted fire and
acoustic rated doors /
Alexandra Palace Theatre
Top right: Oak veneered
panels / 30 Crown Place
Middle right: Burr
American black walnut
veneered doors with
American black walnut
inlays
Bottom right: American
black walnut veneered
washroom cubicles /
8 St James Square
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Stained limed European oak
veneered panels and doors /
Battersea Power Station
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Shadbolt

Bottom: Shadbolt
manufacturing facility /
Braintree, UK.
Right: Raw veneer sheets
in factory / Braintree, UK.
Far right: Shadmaster
door cores in factory /
Braintree, UK.

Reducing waste,
preventing pollution
and conserving energy.
It’s what we stand for.
Sustainability
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As a family company now into its fifth
generation, our core values are built around
maintaining a sustainable business for both
today and future generations to come.
It’s at the heart of what we do and we are
dedicated to doing our part to reduce our
ecological footprint.

The processing of wood products requires
very low energy inputs:

In our factory, we carefully manage our
activities to provide a sustainable basis for
our business:

•

No mining or quarrying.

•

•

Can be regrown in the space of a 		
lifetime.

All electricity used in the factory 		
is exclusively supplied by wind, hydro
or solar energy sources.

•

100% recyclable, non-toxic and 		
biodegradable.

•

Recycling chippers are installed 		
throughout our factory, converting all
wood waste into heat energy via our
wood burner.

•

Products applied with water-based 		
lacquers to reduce the production of
harmful VOCs.

•

Reducing pollution through the use of
our own Euro 6 ultra-low emission 		
trucks, which are FORS Gold certified,
to deliver our products.

In comparison to other construction
materials, the production of wood consumes
much less energy per tonne:
Timber

435 kilowatt hours

Steel doors

3,780 kilowatt hours

Glass

4,777 kilowatt hours

Aluminium

20,169 kilowatt hours
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Sustainability

Throughout our existence, our aim has
always been to make the best possible
products by combining the skill of the
craftsman with the very latest innovations
in raw materials technology. By using timber
as the main resource in our products, we can
ensure that the minimum amount of energy
is consumed.
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The performance
of our products has
to be second to none.
Performance

Our entire business is geared towards
keeping people safe. Whether it be our
fire rated doors that save lives, our security
doors that protect property or our acoustic
doors which reduce damaging sound
reverberation, our products have to perform
every single time they are used.
We embrace the responsibility expected
of us. You can be sure that we will never
compromise on the performance of our
products. We are 100% commited to
pushing forward our product offering
through continual investment in the latest
technology and raw material development,
enhancing the performance of our products
for years to come.
At the core of our business is the
expectation that our products perform to
the highest environmental standards.
We are committed to acting in an
environmentally responsible way using
best practice and sustainable materials
in all our activities. Greatly experienced
with the requirements of WELL, BREEAM®
and LEED, we work in partnership with
you to ensure total compliance with the
environmental schemes of your project.
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•
•

Top: Painted acoustic
panels and doors /
UCL Faculty of Law

Performance

One example of the high performance of
our products is our Shadmaster Doors.
Featuring solid laminated timber core
construction, our Shadmaster Doors
perform as to the following levels:

Far left: PAS 24
veneered security doors /
Rathbone Square
Below: Shadmaster door
with Sycamore veneer

FSC® accredited.
100% BREEAM® compliant.
Satisfies EN 13986 for E1 classfications
for formaldehyde emission.

•

100% LEED compliant.
When using ULEF (Ultra-Low Emitting 		
Formaldehyde) or NAF (No Added
Formaldehyde) resins/gluelines.
30 and 60 minute fire doors available
compliant to LEED 2009 when
using NAUF (No Added Urea
Formaldehyde) door cores special order.

•

Acoustic performance of
up to 43dB.

•

Fire resistance of up to
120 minutes.

•

Enhanced stability, flatness
and durability.			
Guaranteed to exceed British
Standard tolerances by 50%
for bow, cup and twist.
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Shadbolt
Manufacture
For over 135 years, we have been producing
timber products of the finest quality.
Having worked on thousands of architectural
projects in that time, we have honed our
skills and learnt lessons along the way.
We take great pride in the traditional
master craftsman’s care and attention to
detail which we believe have been the
essential ingredients of our success.
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Sourcing only the finest grade, sustainable
veneers, we take the time to cut, match
and lay them precisely onto our products
to produce the most stunning visual effects.
We apply the same approach to every door,
panel and washroom cubicle we make,
ensuring that the end result is of immaculate
beauty and exceeds the highest standards.

Shadbolt
Manufacture

Everything we
make is bespoke.
We take great pride
in ensuring that we
manufacture to the
exact detail required.
No corners cut,
no specifications
changed.
Top: Plank effect veneered
washroom cubicles
Right: Routered veneered
doors in our factory
/ Braintree, UK
Far right: Veneer laying in
our factory / Braintree, UK
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Shadbolt
F R Shadbolt & Sons Ltd
7-9 Springwood Drive,
Braintree, Essex, CM7 2YN
T: +44 (0)1376 333376
E: sales@shadbolt.co.uk
www.shadbolt.co.uk

All information in this brochure is correct at time of going to
press. However, F R Shadbolt & Sons Ltd reserves the right
to change product specifications without notice.
© F R Shadbolt & Sons Ltd 2020

